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Abstrsct
The present paper discusses Bcnjamin Franklin's ( l?06-1790) use of[egation from stylistic and historical sociolinguistic pe.spectives.
By using the Beniamin Franklin Corpus, which I have compiled for my research purposes, I will investigate the fiequency ofnegation
itself. the frequency ofzor (instead of other negative forms like ,?yer and xo), and the use ofttre auxiliary do, in Benjamin Frarklin,s
letters and autobiography. The aaalysis shows that the less formalthe language is, the more frequent negation itselftend; to be. Likewise,
infbrmal styles ofwriting tend to employ the regative adverb nol conmonly. The establislment ofthe auxiliary use ofdo also seems to
be more typical of infomal styles than of formal styles. However, the use ofdo has already been fairly well-established in Benjamin
Franklin's 1dtings in general, making the stylistic difference ver slight. Finally, I will also refet to no doubt, neither ,.. nor, or not.
and multipfe n€gation, mentioning the availability of no doubl in lhe adverbial use, of reilr?r ... o/ (instead of rei ther ... nor), and or
no (rather than or not), and the absence ofmultiple negation, in the corpus.

Keywords: r?or, /o, style, sociolinguistics, historical linguistics
on the addressee. As Deborah is the only family member
that received a notable number of letters from Benjamin
Franklin, it is worthwhile to conduct a separat€ analysis of
his letters to her. 1775 will be a good cut-off point,
considering the fact that Deborah died at the er.d of 17'74.
All the letters written by Benjamin to Deborah and stored
in the Papers we included in the BF Corpus.

3, Results
By using this corpus, I have investigated various forms of
negation in Benjamin Franklin's English. The present
section discusses some of the important findings from
stylistic and historical sociolinguistic perspectives. 3.1
deals with the fiequency of negation itself, 3.2 negative
clauses with ,or, 3.3 the use ofthe auxiliary do in negation,
and 3,4 no doubt, neither ... nor, omot, and multiple
negation in this order.

3.1 Frequencies ofNegation and Styte
While the occurrence ofnegation may seem to be highly
conditioned by the content matter of the text, there is a
brcad relationship between the frequency of negation and
the style or text types of language. Biber et al. (1999:159)
demonstrate that the occurrence of negation is the most
frequent in conversation, followed by fiction, news, and
academic texts in this order. Likewise, Tottie (1981:271)
writes that negation is "twice as frequent in spoken English
as in written English." Although the BF Corpus does not
include any of the genres inyestigated by Biber et al., or
show the contrast between spoken and written English, this
finding in previous studies is still relevant to the present
study. The general assumption is that the more informal or
colloquial the style of the text is, the more frequent
negation t€nds to be in it.

As for the BF Corpus, the letters will be more informal than
the autobiography, since the readers of the former are
specific people, while the audience of the latter are the
public.2 Among the letters, those addressed to Debolah will

eliminat€ irrelevant words such as editorial comments flom the
text,

'?Biber (2001:105-106) notes the "expository, descriptive. or
argumentatjve" nafirre of eighteenth-century letters, bu! he also
remarks that letters incieasjngly assumed "characteristics of

1, Introduction
The present paper explores Benjamin Franklin's (1706-
1790) English with a focus on negation from srylistic and
historical sociolinguistic perspectives. As one of the
Founding Fathers of the United States, Benjamin Franklin
has left a wealth ofdocuments, including an autobiography
and letters addressed to various people. They are excellent
linguistic resources, which reveal the stat€ of affairs of
eighteenth-century American English and its relation to
possible sfylistic and sociolinguistic factors.

2. Data,
The analysis of this study is based on the Benjamin
Franklin Corpus (BF Corpus), a corpus of Benjamin
Franklin's writings, which I have compiled for my research
purposes by using material in The Papers of Benjamin
Franklin (Papers\. The BF Corpus consists of the sub-
corpora of his letters and autobiography, with a total of
around 600,000 words, as summarized in the followine
table:

Approximate Number of Words
Letters

Letters ro Deborah Franklin
Other Letters

36、 700、vOrds

493、 100、vords

Autobiography               65,400 wOrds

Tablc l:BF Corpus

y¶:耀
°
T:SA11棚:Dy青朧1鷺響鷺

Ma騰ぢ篇il欄i響‖靭
thOsc addrcsscd to Dcborah(c1708-1774),his Wife(126
1ctcrs),and tO Othcr pcople as thc abovc tablc shOws l The

assumption is thatthc sり lc OfhiS English diffcrs depending

I The l€tters which may have beerl written by Benjamin butwhich
are devoid of his signature are not includ€d in this corpus. Also
removed are tlose $riften by other people and addresscd to
Benjamin Franklin, although they are also editedin rhe papers.In
counting the number of words, I have made every effort to
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be more informal and perhaps more colloquial than the rest
for obvious reasons. And this inference is confirmed by the
analysis ofthe frequency ofnegation in the BF Corpus. See

the table below, which tabulates the frequencies of negative
words in the three text rypes:r

Negative words (per 10,000 words)

Letters to Deborah Franklin
Other Letters

457 (124.5)

5968 (121.0)

Autobiography 721 (1 10.2)

Table 2: Frequencies of negative words

There is a clear correspondence between the frequency of
negation and the text type, though the difference is rather
slight. The letters addressed to Deborah, the most informal
ofthe three text fypes, show the largest number ofnegative
words when normalized. By contrast, the frequency of
negation is the lowest in the autobiography, whose readers
are the public.

One of the factors which Biber et al. (1999:159) consider
to be relevant to the frequent attestation of negation in
conversation is that it tends to use verbs such as forget,
lcnow, mind, remember, think, want, and worry that often
occur in negation. Of the seven verbs in this list, lvrow and
think are perhaps relevant to the BF Corpus as well, since
they are observed numerously, although it is not a corpus
of conversation. The verb lvtow is found most frequently in
the letters to Deborah (25.6 per 1 0,000 words), followed by
the other letters (15.5 per 10,000 words) and autobiography
(14.2 per 10,000 words). Also, it is indeed a verb that
occurs often in negation (26.3% of the examples of btow
are encountered with negative words on the average).4
Hence the frequent occurrence ofthis verb has, at least to
some extent, contributed to the increase of negation in
informal texts in the BF Corpus as well. This is not
necessarily the case with think, by contrast, which is very
commonly attested in the other letters (27.3 per 10,000
words) and autobiography (23.5 per 10,000 words), but
only at the rate of 19.9 per 10,000 words in the letters to
Deborah, Furthermore, the ratio of negation with this verb
is not necessarily so high as with lcnow. Think occurs with
negative words at the rate of 5.5o/o in the letters to Deborah,
whereas the corresponding rates in the other letters and
autobiography are 6.5%o and 11.7o/o respectively.

3.2 Frequencies of Clausal Negation with not
The second feature of some relevance to the style of
English is the frequency of the negative adverb nol. The
contrast between so-called not-negation (i.e. negative
clauses with not, as in: And I do not remember any of my
political Manoeuvres, Autobiography) and no-negation (i.e.

speech" in the history of English. Thus the direction of the
historical change is clear. The question is to what extent this shift
is observable in the language ofthe BF Corpus.
3 The negative words in this study are restricted to so-called n-
words, namely words beginning with n, such as nol, never, no,
Ntd nothing. Words of negative colouring, such as little, hardly,
md barely, are not counted in this table.

" In fact. the relationship between the frequency of negation and
tn ow is complex, since the rate ofnegation of know itselfis lower
in the letters to Deborah (20.2%) than in the other letters (21 .l%)
and autobiography (25.8%). This is in accordance with the

negative clauses with other negative words than not, such
as no, never, and nothing, as in'. Dear Sir, I had no Line

from you per last Packet, Letter to Joseph Galloway) has
long been noted in the literature. Tottie (1988:262) relates
the issue to the language style and text types, by saying:
"Colloquial, spoken English favours nol-negation, while
more 'literary' or formal written English favours no-
negation."

Although Tottie's definition of not-negation is shicter than
the simple availability of not - she counts only those
examples that present the negative adverb not together with
indefinites \ke any, ever, and either,under the category of
not-negation (Tottie, 1988:246) -, I have argued elsewhere
that the simple proportion of negative clauses with not
(irrespective of the indefinites) to the total of negative
clauses provides a comparable framework within which to
assess the formality of English (Iyeiri et al., 2015). Overall,
the less formal the language is, the more frequent negative
clauses with nol are. This is a simpler and more manageable
criterion, which can also be used for the analysis of
negation in the BF Corpus.

The table below shows the frequencies ofnegative clauses
with not together with the overall frequencies of negative
clauses in general in the three sub-corpora ofthe BF Corpus.
The figures include the contracted form -n't as well:s

Neg. clauses with not (%o) All neg. clauses

Letters to Deborah
Other Letters

248 (69.r%)
3,146 (66A%)

359
/, T 1,<

A,やOiOgraphy       314(613%)       512

Table 3: Frequencies of negative clauses with not and
their proportions to the total ofnegative clauses

The difference among the three text types is rather slight,
which suggests the overall stability ofBenjamin Franklin's
writing style. Still, the above table reveals that his use of
not in negative clauses is the most fre quent in his letters to
Deborah, and the least frequent in his autobiography. In
other words, the data presented here is in accordance with
the generally accepted view that negation with not tends to
increase in informal or colloquial styles.

As a matter of fact, the trend as hitherto described can be
envisaged from diachronic perspectives. Supposing that
continual colloqu ialization or inform alization is underway
in the history of English, as often suggested in existing
studies (e.g. Haselow 2015), negative clauses with nol
(rather than no, never, etc.) become more and more
frequent as time passes. Additional research is called for to
prove this, but it is relevant to mention that a very high
proportion of nothas been observed in some formal spoken

statement by Iyeiri, Yaguchi, and Baba (2015) that know tend,s to
occur in negation especially in formal settings. The gist of the
argument here is that the letters to Debora include a particularly
large number of examples of know, which is a verb that is often
attested in negaion in general.
5 This study does not deal with the contrast between not and -n't
in the BF Corpus. The number of contracted forms in the entire
data is so small that it is dif{icult to tell whether the use of
contraction counts as a style marker. It may have been a simple
writing practice without consistency.
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data in latc● vcntieth‐ ccntuッ American English.Iyciri et al.

(2015)invcStigate the Corpus of spokcn Profcssional
English,6 which contains data fromヽアhite House press

confcrcnces and various acadenlic mcctings,and flnd that

thc propo貢 lon of ηοノ to tlle total of an negativc items

(CX01uding the responsc marker″ ο)rCaches 85%to 95%.7
Evcn taking into account thc spOkenncss Of the data,the

dominancO of′ ο′is so marked as to hint at the possibility

that thc use ofれ ο′(rathCr than other negativc items)iS
incrcasingly common in rcccnt ycTs ln othcr、 vords,thc
stylistic diffcrcnces as obsclvcd in thc BF Corpus may be

comparablc to thc framcwork of``apparcnt timc''一 namcly,
the s■ /1istic diffcrences rcvcal differcnt stages of thc

developmcnt of English ―, although this wcn‐ known
concept is usualサ employed in the discussion oflanguage

shift through generations, particularly in relatiOn to

phonology alld morphology(sCC Labov,1994:83-84).

3.3  Negative Clauses with and lvithout Dθ

The third fcaturc of negation is the dcvelopmcnt Of the

auxiliaw use of″ οin thc BF Corpus.The rnaJor expansion

of thc auxlli`ry ao in thc history of English is knOwn to

hNc takcn place in thc Early Modcm English period(see

Ellegttd,1953;Nurmi,1999;among otllers).On the Othcr
hand,a numbcr Of scholars have pointed out that negation

oflcxical verbs withOut″ ο(e.g.′ 肋οl17′ Or aS Opposcd tO f

あ ηοr ttοフ)iS StH1 0bscrvabL ila the eightcenth ccntury,
though prcvious studies in this area tcnd to focus On British

Enghsh rathcr than Amc● call English(sec TiCken,1987;
Nakamura 1997;Iycin 2004;among othcrs).

Belliamin Franklin's English indccd displays a fluctuation

bctwccn the● vo wpCS Of ncgative constructions,as in:′

た″οン 4ο

`″
力ι

`力 `″

力θンガノカανι′力η
``ο

ン″ブ
`ι `ο

力おβ
`な

cン

(Lcttcr to Deborah);α′グf`ぬ ηο
`た

ηοl17″力α力
`″

カソ
“フο″′力α77y ιη,ιο

`α

′ブοη(Autobiography).ThC table below
demonstratcs thc distribution of“ vcrb tt ηο′'and“αο ηο′十
verb''(including thc cOntracted forlnsグ ο″″and aο η 7)8 in
the three tcxttypes ofthc BF Corpus:

Vcrb十 ″ο
`(%)Dο

′ο′十vcrb(%)'I｀ Otals

Lcttcrs to Dcborah  13(165%)  66(83.5%)  79
Other Letters 14量185釣  622(815り  763
Autobiography   13(14.4%)  77(85.6%)

Table 4: Frequencies of"verb * not" and"do not + verb"
in the BF Corpus (lexical verbs only)

The statistics in this table include lexical verbs only, with
the exclusion of central modal auxiliaries and verbs that
have auxiliary functions (i.e. be, have, ought, need, and
dare). Quite expectedly, the data here exhibits a fairly well-
established use of the auxiliary do (more than 80% of the

'2000 O Michael Barlow.
7 Due to the fragmentary nature of spoken data, the statistics in
Iyeiri, Yaguchi, and Baba (2015) are based on an even simpler
framework, namely the the relative frequency of nol itself (instead
of the frequency of negative clauses with nol) to the total of
negative items.
o These are the only contracted forms of do found in the BF
Corpus. For the slower development of doesn't and didn,t inthe
history of English, see Nakayama (2001:52-55).
' A number ofscholars have noted that some verbs are slower than
others in adopting the do construction. EllegArd's (1953:199) list

relevant examples), but still yields some examples without
do.

While the above table does not seem to show any clear
correlation between the use ofthe auxiliary do and the text
types or style of Benjamin Franklin's writings, a clearer
picture emerges when the verbs lmow md doubt are
excluded, both favouring the construction without do and
occurring so frequently as to affect the overall statistics.
Table 5 exhibits the renewed statistics that exclude know
and doubt as well as the verbs excluded in Table 4:e

Verb+″ο
`(%)Dο

″ο
`+VCrb(%)TOtalsLetcrs to Dcborah   2(3.2%)

Othcr Lcttcrs     18(3.0%)
60(96.8%)  62
581(2110%)  599

―

野 8(101%)  71(899%)

Table 5: Frequencies of"verb * not" and"do not + verb"
in the BF Corpus (lexical verbs with the exclusion of

lcnow and doubt)

Table 5 hints at the possibility that the establishment of the
auxiliary use of do is more advanced in the letters (of all
types) than in the autobiography, which is in accordance
with the view that the expansion of do is a change that took
place, spreading from informal to formal styles.ro On the
whole, however, it will also be a reasonable inference that
the establishment of the auxiliary do has more or less
reached its final stage by this time. The inventory of the
verbs illustrating the "verb * nol" construction is restricted
to a small number of verbs in the BF Corpus (i.e. come,
distract, do, drink, eat, expect,forget, go, let, make, meun,
mistake, sale, speak, teach, as well as know and douDf). The
syntactic environments where the "verb * nof" construction
occurs are also often restricted. Some examples are found
in the imperative, as in: Speak not but what may benefit
others or yourself (Autobiography); And distrust not
Providence (Autobiography). The verb mistake occurs in
the fixed form if I mistake not three limes, whereas the same
verb occurs with do otherwise (i.e. I find he did not mistake
me, Letter to Samuel Cooper). Hence, the BF Corpus
demonstrates how fixed forms can stay longer in the
process of language change.

3,4 Some Additional Features of Negation
Apart from the major issues hitherto discussed, the BF
Corpus yields some additional features of negation, which
are minor but still interesting and worth investigating.

3.4.1 No Doubt

The phrase no doubt occurs both in the letters and the
autobiography, often together with the verb make, as in: But
I make no doubt he improves veryfast (Letter to Jonathan

ofsuch exceptional verbs, for example, includes &n ou, boot, trow,
care, doubt, mistake, fear, skill, and lis/, while Strang's
(1970:l5l) list is more selective, including know, mistake, md
matter.I will eliminate the data of htow and, doubt only, as they
clearly have a tendency to stay with the construction without do
until late and they are so frequent as to affect the entire data, as

mentioned in the main body of discussion. See also Nakamura
(1997:114), who points to the conservative nature of these two
verbs across the board in different eenres.
ro See Tieken (1 990) for the possib'ie colloquial nafiye of " do not
* verb" at an early stage ofits development.
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Williams); I make no dottbt but great Numbers would sell
in America (Letter to Richard Jackson). Examples of this
type are particularly numerous in the sub-corpus of letters,
although this may to some extent be due to its larger corpus
size. Another use of ro doubt characteristic of the letters
only is the parenthetical use as illustrated in the following,
where no doubt functions almost like a sentential adverb:
Mr. Hall, no doubt, writes you more fully concerning him
(Letter to William Strahan). The existence of this usage in
the letters only may again be due to the larger size of the
sub-corpus, though.

At the same time, considering the fact that this parenthetical
use of no doubt is a development a step forward from the
use of no doubt as a noun phrase in the history of the
English language (cf. Iyeiri, 2010a152*1 56), its attestation
in the letters only may indicate the progressive nature of the
text type, at least in comparison to the autobiography.
Unforfunately, the shortage of examples of doubt in the
autobiography hinders further interpretation,r I

3.4.2 Neither ... nor
The negative connectives attested in the BF Corpus are
neither and nor, occurring either alone or together in the
form neither ... nor. Examples include: nor was Youth
always without I (Autobiography); so I shall neither lose
nor gain that way (Letter to James Logan). One interesting
variant form attested in Benjamin Franklin's writings is
neither ... or, as shown in: Mondaywas so darkwith a thick
Fog all day, that we coud fsic] neither look out for a Place
to build, or see where Materials were to be had (Letter to
an unknown addressee); However, as I neither ask or
expect any particular Considerationfor any Service I may
have done (Letter to John Foxcroft).

Examples of neither ... or are not at all abundant, but their
use is unlikely to be accidental. I have shown in one of my
earlier publications that neither ... or is more widespread
in the Modern English period than expected and that
neither ... or is in fact dominant in some works, of which
Robinson Crusoe is one (Iyeiri 2010b). 12 See also
Nevalainen (2014), who shows that neither ,.. or is
encountered at the rate of around 20o/o in the Corpus of
Early English Correspondence Extension,which covers the
period from 1680 to 1800. Although present-day usage
guides tend to regard this structure as inconect (e.g.
Whitcut, L994:200) or informal at least (The American
Heritage Book of English Usage, p. 2l), it has a long
history in the English language. For some examples in
Middle English, see Iyeiri (2001:146). Peters (2004:370)
even points to the possible increase ofthis construction in
contemporary English, though his comment is based on
British English. All in all, it is not a matter of surprise that
neither ... or is encountered in the BF Corpus, when
viewed from these historical perspectives. Whether its
existence only in the letters ofthe corpus is relevant to the
style of the text type is an open question. A tinge of

Ir The parenthetical use of no doubr itself goes back to earlier
periods in the history of English. The Oxford English Dictionary
(s.v. doubt) gives examples from the fourteenth cenfury onwards.
See also Iyeiri (2010a:154-155) and Iyeiri (2017:56-57) for
additional examples of this use from earlier days than Benjamin
Franklin.

informal feeling may have been existent with neither ... or
already in the eighteenth cenfury, and if so, the style may
be relevant. As so far discussed, the letters are less formal
than the autobiography in terms of the style in the BF
Corpus. At the same time, the existence of the construction
at issue in the letters may simply have arisen from the sheer

size of the sub-corpus. Due to its larger size, it has more
room for variation.

3.4.3 Or not

The simple expression ol not, as illustrated by the
following example, also needs some comments: Whether
they will do it or not, I cannot yet say (Letter to Joseph
Galloway); whether they will give any thing lsicf or not
(Autobiography). There is also a single example illustrating
or no, a variant form of or not, in the BF Corpus: If it was
not quite unreasonable I should desire you Io write to me
every Post, whelher you hear from me or no (Letter to
Catharine Ray).

Again this is probably not a pen slip, since or no is a well-
established historical form in the English language. The
Oxford English Dictionary (s.v. whether) comments that
w hether ... or no is more usual than w hether ... or not, and
cites a number of its examples from writings in the past,
though it is true that or not is in fact more usual in today's
English (cf. Burchfield 1992146-148). I have also
discussed the historical development of or not in my earlier
publications, showing that or no and or not were in a fair
competition in different versions of the English Bible until
the eighteenth-century flyeiri, 19971' 1999; 2001 123-
125).13 Arai (1998) also shows that the same variation is
visible in the quotation base of the Oxford English
Dictionary. It is really from the middle of the eighteenth
century that the dominance of or not manifests itself, and
in this se nse the availability of both or no and or not in the
BF Corpus is not a matter of surprise .

3.4.4 MultipleNegation
Before concluding this paper, I would like to make a short
comment on multiple negation, namely the use of two or
more negative words in a single clause without the
cancellation ofthe negative concept. It is one ofthe central
issues of debate in eighteenth-century grammars (Tieken
1982), but the BF Corpus does not present the phenomenon.

In view of the stigma often attached to multiple negarion,
its absence in the BF Corpus may be interpreted as
illustrative of Benjamin Franklin's linguistic awareness,
namely the awareness to avoid stigmatized forms. It is,
however, more likely that multiple negation was no longer
a usual phenomenon by the time of Benjamin Franklin's
English. Recent studies on negation claim that the decline
of multiple negation (including double negation, i.e.
negation with two negative words) takes place before the
time of normative grammars in the eighteenth century.

t2 Robinson Crusoe protddes a total of 27 relevant examples, of
which 25 (92.60/o) illustrate the sequence neither ... or. See Iyeiri
(2010b:3) for firther details.
r3 The competition between or no and or not was preceded by the
stage where or noon (or none) was also involved. For further
discussion on the development ofor not, see Iyeiri (1999, 2001),
who, unlike in the present paper, discusses British English in the
main.



Tieken (2002:460) refers to Robert Lowth's grammar and

argues: la

It is [...] unlikely that his pronouncements on double
negation, which first appeared in the second edition
of the grammar (1763), had any impact on usage. At
the time, multiple negation barely occuned any
longer in the more formal registers of the language.

Nevalainen (2006:264) is another to present the same view.
She says:

It is noteworthy that negative concord [: multiple
negation] had largely disappeared among the higher
ranks, male and female, before the era of prescriptive
grammar.

In fact, the process of the decline of multiple negation takes
place even from the Middle English period. In my earlier
work, I note that "the culmination of the phenomenon [=
multiple negation] is identifiable somewhere between the
late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries" (Iyeiri,
200 1 : 130). I also state that "much of the declining process
of multiple negation, in fact, takes place during the ME [=
Middle Englishl period" (200 I :155).1s

4. Conclusion
The above discussion has shown some variabilities in
Benjamin Franklin's use of negation, which have stylistic
and/or historical implications. The frequency of negation
itself differs depending on the text type: it is the most
frequent in Benjamin Franklin's letters to Deborah,
followed by the other letters and the autobiography. This is
most likely purely stylistic.

The frequency of negative clauses with not, by contrast,
may have some chronological implications, since it is
probable that negative clauses with not increased along
with the colloquialization or informalization of the English
language. In the BF Corpus, the variation is observable in
the form of stylistic differences though: the letters to
Deborah yield the largest number of clauses with nol, when
the figure is normalized, and this is followed by the other
letters and the autobiography in this order. A chronological
interpretation will be that the letters to Deborah reveal the

14 While stating this, Tieken refers to her own earlier work
(Tieken 1982).
r5 I need to add a short comment to this citation. Ka1lel (201l:53-
54) cites only the beginning part of this passage and gives the
impression that I place ernphasis on the Latin influence on the
decline of multiple negation, by saying:

she [=Iyeiri] says, "I do not entirely deny the Latin
influence upon the decline of multiple negation,'(Iyeiri
200 l:155). The same idea is also found in Blake (1996):
"Double negatives were roundly condemned as illogical
because it was said, on the model of Latin, that flvo
negatives made a positive" (1996:264-5[sic,264 only,
instead of 264-51)

However, this line of mine is followed by additional arguments to
the effect that much of the decline of multiple negation occurred

most colloquialized stage, at least when compared with the

other two text types.

The establishment of the auxiliary do has not yet been

finalized in the BF Corpus. The predominance of "do not *
verb" as against "verb * not" is transparent in Benjamin
Franklin's writings in general, and this trend is even clearer
when lmow and doubt, two verbs favouring "verb * nol"
and occurring so commonly as to affect the overall picture,
are removed from the statistics. There seems to be a slight
correlation between the stylistic and chronological factors
in the statistics, as the proportion of do forms is larger in
the letters in general than in the autobiography when lvtow
and doubt are excluded. On the whole, however, it is
perhaps fairer to state that the development of do has more
or less reached its final stage by the time of Benjamin
Franklin's English. Lexical-verb negation without do is
restricted to a certain small number of verbs and often to
some particular consfructions, and this is the case with the
letters and autobiography. Apart from lcnow md doubt,
examples without do are clearly marginal.

Finally, the above discussion has touched upon some minor
features ofnegation in the BF Corpus and considered their
historical implications: no doubt, neither ... nor, or not,
and multiple negation.
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without the influence of Latin, in the Middle English period. The
following is the full citation of this passage:

I do not entirely deny the Latin influence upon the
decline ofmultiple negation, butjudging from the fact
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